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DEAR 
    READERS

From the desk of the editor
Dear Readers,

A warm welcome to all the freshmen and returning students at UNC. We at the Caroli-
na Review wish everyone great success in their studies and hope everyone’s fall semes-
ter has been going well thus far. This is our first magazine of the semester and we hope 
all of you enjoy it! 
The Carolina Review has been around since 1992 and is UNC’s only Conservative/Lib-
ertarian publication on Campus. Our goal at the Carolina Review is to give Conserva-
tive/Libertarian students a voice, and to present a different perspective from the usual 
on campus.  
This edition of the Carolina Review is one with a very broad perspective from our tal-
ented writing staff. As you will be able to see from most of the articles, we hold a wide 
range of viewpoints and opinions. Because of our various perspectives at the Carolina 
Review, it is clear that we do not promote a specific ideology as much as we promote 
common sense thought.
Our team truly cares about our campus as well as our country and we are looking for 
more people who do as well. If you believe the Carolina Review may be a good fit for 
you, or if you just want to find out more about us, you can contact us at 
carolinareviewonline@gmail.com or myself at jesseoliver43098@gmail.com!

Lux et Libertas,
Jesse B. Oliver
Editor-in-Chief
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S Donations & Subscriptions

To become a subscriber to Carolina Review, give a gift, 
or change your subscription address, contact us at 
carolinareviewonline@gmail.com
Address:

Carolina Review
282 Frank Porter Graham Student Union

UNC-CH Campus Box 5210
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-5210

Letters to the Editor
Carolina Review welcomes your comments, criticisms, 
and suggestions. Letters to the Editor should be sub-
mitted via email to carolinareviewonline@gmail.com 
or mailed to our permanent address. Carolina Review      

reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity, 
and vulgarity. Please keep letters to the editor be-
low 300 words. Not all letters will be printed. Include 
your name, year in school, major, and hometown.  
Professors should include their department.
Join the Staff
Carolina Review always needs new writers, photog-
raphers, and layout personnel. Please contact Caro-
lina Review at carolinareviewonline@gmail.com to 
find out more about our next staff meeting and how 
you can become a part of the Review. 

The Review is currently looking for Staff Writers 
and visual media associates. 
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 As the fall semester rolls on, stu-
dents still feel slighted by the univer-
sity’s new flawed football ticket policy. 
After three home games, many students, 
including upperclassmen, are yet to be 
granted entry into the stadium. The stu-
dent body has addressed many grievanc-
es to administration, but nothing appears 
to have changed.
 The new online ticket claimer contains 
many frustrating features, including a 
virtual waiting room. As many people al-

ready know, if one ends up in the waiting 
room they might as well turn off their 
computer because they are not getting 
a ticket. Perhaps the most frustrating 
part about the online ticker claimer is 
how fast the tickets go. If you log in to 
your account 2 minutes after the session 
starts, you are ultimately screwed.

 Dedicated student fans are out-
raged by the new football ticket policy 

Mack is Back but the Tickets Are Gone
The Student Body is angry about the new student ticket

by Gray Hurley 

Sophomore
Broadcast Journalism major

from Fayetteville, NC
hurleyg4@live.unc.edu

“It’s absurd at this point”

because they feel as if they are being 
betrayed. Over the last two years, a small 
group of students went to every football 
game and supported an unconfident and 
embarrassed football team. Now, these 
same students are competing with stu-
dents that had no interest in football last 
year to get tickets.

“It’s absurd at this point. There has to be 
a better way to put tickets out there. It’s 
not even a lottery like basketball. It’s ba-
sically a first come first serve free-for-all. 
I was on the front row for all of our loss-
es last year and now I’m lucky if I make it 
to the last row” said Junior Nathan Pait.

Students that were lucky enough to 
make it to the heart-wrenching Clem-

son game were baffled by the amount of 
Clemson fans at the game.

“Everywhere we looked we saw orange. I 
would be willing to bet that it was almost 
a 50/50 crowd of fans. There were even 
guys that gave their tickets to Clemson 
students. That just makes me furious,” 
said Junior Tim Dillon.

“Everywhere we looked we saw orange”
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 The heels won’t be back in town until October 26th where they will face the 
Blue Devils in yet another “battle for the bell.” Tickets will undoubtedly be in high 
demand for students and fans alike. Hopefully the university will use the next few 
weeks to come up with a more equitable and efficient ticket system for their loyal 
students. Until then, we will all be watching Mack Brown lead a young but ambitious 
team closer to qualifying for a bowl game. In the event that you don’t get a ticket for 
the next home game, make sure to cheer the heels on from wherever you are. Remem-
ber that whether you are watching the game in Kenan or in the comfort of your own 
home, Mack is still back. D

Photo from: ESPN.com

Want to weigh in on controversial issues?
The Carolina Review needs YOU for a new feature, a debate page. If your 
views lean to the left, you self-identify as a democrat, or you just don’t 
agree with the Review’s typical political leanings, we want to hear from 
you! Contact carolinareviewonline@gmail.com to get involved as a con-
tributer to the debate page, where we’ll showcase well-stated ideas from 
BOTH sides of a controversial issue. Stay tuned to see what we’ll be 
debating in print!
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The College Debt Crisis in America
How did we end up here? 

by Jesse Oliver 

Senior
Computer Science major

from Lumberton, NC
jesseoliver43098@gmail.com

 Now, more than ever, the norm for 
people who want to be successful or who 
care about their future is to go to college. 
If you are graduating high school soon 
with a decent GPA, there is automatical-
ly an onus put on you to go to college by 
your parents, teachers, and peers. I don’t 
know about everyone… but to me, asking 
an 18-year-old to pay (and this is the aver-
age cost of college over 4 years in America) 
$130,000, only to amass tens of thousands 
of dollars of debt not only seems strange, 
but counterproductive. If I want someone 
to go out, take risks, and stimulate the 
economy, I’m not going to try and put that 
person in tens of thousands of dollars of 
debt when they’re 21. Teenagers who are 
not permitted to buy alcohol legally some-
how have the ability to put themselves 
in crippling amounts of debt. This surely 
seems ridiculous to most people. 

 So, why is the cost of college tuition 
so high right now? College tuition used to 
cost significantly less. An average four-year 
institution costs $3,190 in tuition in 1987-
1988. Today, the average cost is $9,970 for 
tuition (see graph), and these numbers are 
adjusted for inflation! Why the sudden rise 
in tuition costs? Well, we know that when 

things become more expensive, the 
reason is usually because the demand is 
extremely high (very true in this case), 
supply has gone down (not true at all), 
or the product quality has increased 
greatly. But, for four-year college insti-
tutions, the quality has barely increased. 
There is no stat one can provide that 
would justify tripling average tuition. 
Demand being extremely high is a big 
deal because if more people offer to pay 
for your service than you can provide 
service for, you will continue increasing 
the cost of that service until demand in-
tersects with supply. Everybody has the 
ability to receive government subsidies 
to assist in paying for college, so there’s 
absolutely no reason for universities to 
not continue increasing the price. A col-
lege education is not something many 
people feel comfortable refusing to pay 
for. 

 The reason anybody and every-
body can receive government loans for 
college can be traced back to 1978 when 
Congress passed the Middle Income 
Student Assistance Act, which made all 
future college students eligible for sub-
sidized loans. Since this bill, colleges 
know that students don’t even have to 
be able to afford college immediately. 
They can get loans to pay it off at a later 
date. Some people don’t actually finish 
paying their loans off until their 30s. 
This is yet another reason colleges have 
to raise tuition prices. They don’t have 
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to worry about what their students can or cannot pay, because the colleges get their 
money immediately from the bank. But at least professors and educators must be get-
ting paid more, right? Well, yes, but this is not the main group of people benefitting, 
at least not in my eyes. The real people getting the most benefit from this rise in tui-
tion are people being granted new administrative positions.

 A study by the Los Angeles Times in 2010 called “Colleges: Where the Money 
goes” pointed this out. The study reads “Since 1980, the number of administrators per 
student at colleges has about doubled; on most campuses their numbers now match 
the number of faculty,” For what reason do colleges need more administrators? How 

Teenagers who are not permitted to buy alcohol legally some-
how have the ability to put themselves in crippling amounts 

of debt.
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I believe that college should be an investment in yourself 
and not something guaranteed for everyone.

can you justify doubling this number? 
This is something I would love to hear 
answered. Maybe there is a legitimate 
reason, but I truly cannot find it or come 
up with one myself. 

 So what is the answer to this? Free 
college is something that is heavily de-
bated today. I do not believe this is the 
solution. Some people have even gone 
as far as to offer college debt forgiveness 
for all of America. Debt forgiveness is an 
absolutely ridiculous concept for many 
reasons. There are many people who 
have had to work very hard to pay off 
their debts. Do they get paid back? No. 
They’re simply being penalized for fol-

lowing through with what they signed up 
for. 

I believe the real answer lies in con-
trolling prices naturally by reducing 
government subsidies. Loans should 
be based off of academic performance, 
ability to repay, etc. This would naturally 
bring college tuition down with demand. 

 I’m not here to give the final solu-
tion to making colleges cheaper. Some 
people do believe that college should 
be free because it is education that peo-
ple need for (most) higher paying jobs. 
I believe that college should be an in-
vestment in yourself, and not something 

guaranteed for everyone. The govern-
ment is mainly responsible for secur-
ing human rights, and I do not believe 
college is a human right. Forcing people 
to pay everyone’s education past high 
school with their money is wrong for a 
number of reasons. Reducing the amount 
of aid the government is allowed to give 
for college will naturally force colleges to 
reduce their tuition. D
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Saving Oceans and Waterways 
Transcends Traditional/Liberal Divides

Durham’s 10-cent plastic bag fee 
by Lydia Comer 

Sophomore
Spanish & Journalism major

from Camden, SC
lydiahcomer@gmail.com

 In recent weeks, the 
city of Durham has begun 
the process of issuing a 
city-wide 10-cent plastic 
bag fee for all plastic and 
paper take out bags. It is 
uncertain whether the 
city has the power to pass 
this without bringing it to 
legislation, but if it does, 
all businesses, such as 
local grocery stores, will 
be forced to impose a fee 
on all of their customers. 
‘Don’t Waste Durham’, 

one of the city’s well 
known environmental 
groups, recently got trac-
tion to carry out this pro-
posal, and is swiftly push-
ing along the process. 
Many believe the fee will 
be the most effective way 
for changing consumer 
behavior, and even more 
so, the state is seen to be 
backing the proposal by 
increasing the restriction 
on the use of plastic shop-
ping bags in general, such 

Image: A shopper leaves a grocery store carrying his groceries in plastic bags Tuesday, August 30, 2016 in 
Brossard, Que. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Paul Chiasson
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as the push towards paper bags alone.

 In 2009, the North Carolina legis-
lature repealed a plastic bag ban move-
ment that sprung up in the Outer Banks. 
However, since then, there has been 
heavy traction with the Durham plan 
among others, and consumers will begin 
to see the change if the proposal gets 
approved in the upcoming weeks. Don’t 
Waste Durham was prepared to handle 
heavy pushback from local businesses 
and many of the regional conservative 
leaders. However, a survey was conducted 
of around 40 local Durham businesses, 
such as general stores, grocery stores, 
retail stores and takeout places, and the 

This plan is creating both an economic and environmental 
shift for consumers that will create a slow change, and even 
though it will be a very long time before consumers would 
see a real change, it will be a positive change in the long 
run.
results indicated that the vast majority 
of them were in support of the idea of 
imposing fees on plastic single-use bags. 
The support from the town’s business-
es was indeed overwhelming, and if this 
plan becomes official, the Chapel Hill 
community should begin to think about 
following in their footsteps. Why? Be-
cause this proposal is gaining traction 
in countless other states, including Con-
necticut, New York, Maine, and Hawaii, 
and we should expect to see change in 
our local campus and community as well. 
Not to mention that the plan, in fact, 
benefits both sides of the political spec-
trum.

 I argue that the fee, while seeming 
like a liberal-only proposed and backed 
idea, can benefit both major political 
party ideals and provide an overlap be-
tween the two. From an environmental 
perspective, plastic does not decompose 
once thrown away. It causes sediments 
in local creeks and rivers, and contam-
inates the drinking water of our cities. 
Paper bags, while a better option in 
short, also use a vast amount of 
resources to produce in the first place. 
The alternative? A small fee that en-
courages consumers to bring their own 
bags from home.

 Positive ideas centered around 
the preservation of the environment 
and our home waterways does not have 
to be only the thoughts of a liberal en-
vironmentalist, and this is a step in the 
right direction in bringing both parties 
together for the benefit of both. Con-
servatives can and should get on board 
with the idea of imposing a bag fee, if 
not for the sole reason of singling out 
or disadvantaging one company over 
another. If all businesses are forced 
to impose the fee, the playing field is 
level for each company and all con-
sumers no matter where they choose 
to shop. While businesses do not like 
to be forced to impose added costs to 
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I argue that the fee, while seeming like a liberal-only pro-
posed and backed idea, can benefit both major political par-
ty ideals and provide an overlap between the two.

their customers, it is making them less 
competitive. Yes, conservatives are large-
ly against the idea of the government 
meddling in the free market, however, if 
all businesses in the community agree 
to this, no company would be disadvan-
taged by their competitors. Furthermore, 
the costs of environmental cleanups are 
already being taken from taxpayers, and 
the cost of the bags would be used to-
ward that instead. Another positive as-
pect is that businesses can market their 

environmental stewardship to customers 
and increase their number of buyers, all 
the while slowly shifting people’s mind-
sets and being a great example of some-
thing both major political parties can 
agree on and support. This plan is creat-
ing both an economic and environmen-
tal shift for consumers that will create a 
slow change, and even though it will be a 
very long time before consumers would 
see a real change, it will be a positive 
change in the long run. D

Are you conservative or libertarian?
Do you love to write? 

The Carolina Review is looking for 
writers like you! We’re in search 
of regular writers to contribute to 
our issues. Make your ideas heard, 
make friends, and proudly show-
case your thoughts! Contact us 
(carolinareviewonline@gmail.com) 
if you’re interested in becoming a 
regular witer. 
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 We often hear that if we could just 
elect government representatives that 
would compromise, everything would be 
better and they would get things done. 
As we enter a new election cycle, many  
political pundits will state that a failure 
to compromise has led to the problems 
in our country. You may have even heard 
yourself say, “If only they would set aside 
their petty differences and work across 
the aisle.” Here’s the problem: we don’t 
really mean it.

 Compromise might work in our 
personal lives (I want to get to the party 
early, you want to go sometime in the 
middle, so we split the difference) but we 
don’t want it to happen in government. 
What we really want is for people who 
don’t believe what we do to give up their 
principles and beliefs and come over to 
our side. We’re happy with compromise 
if it means someone else compromises. 
We want the people that we elect to have 
strong principles and beliefs and stick to 
them. It’s one of the reasons that many 
people voted for Donald Trump. It wasn’t 
because they thought he had the most 
decorum or political qualifications, but 

Is Compromise Really the Answer?
Learning to lean on data

by Skylar Teague

Junior
Computer Science and 

Peace, War, & Defence major
skylart@live.unc.edu

enough people liked that he held specif-
ic beliefs that they agreed with, and most 
importantly, that he would not back down 
from others who had different beliefs.

 When you hear someone say “Sena-
tors should compromise!” that’s just code 
for “I want the other party to do what I 
want.” This was evident in the responses 
to the spending bill that Congress passed 
in July. Both parties gave up some of their 
core values in an effort to gain more of 
what they wanted. Republicans got in-
creases in military spending. Democrats 
got increases in non-defense program 
spending. One would think that both sides 
would have been relatively satisfied. Their 
representatives did exactly what people 
ask of them: compromise.

 The reactions from their constitu-
ents were far from kind. Members of both 
the Republican and Democrat parties 
quickly lashed out at their representatives, 
feeling betrayed by those who voted to put 
the bill through. Responses ranged from 
disgust with the policies and priorities of 
the bill to fury at the members who would 
dare vote for something that gifted the 
other side something they wanted.

 So, what are we to do? How does 
anything happen if we don’t want to give 
up what we believe is right? Instead of 
trying to figure out how to get compromis-
es that we don’t really want, we need to 
figure out how to let the best ideas win. If 
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someone wants to offer school vouchers 
for sending more kids to private school 
and someone else doesn’t, instead of 
reaching an unsatisfactory compromise, 
such as putting some money towards 
vouchers, we should find a way to evalu-
ate what works and what doesn’t work. 

 At a university like ours, we should 
focus on how to create and evaluate ideas 
and measure their impact. Some of this 
can be very difficult, and require a lot of 
work, but it’s better to start down this 
path than to continue to call for com-
promises that we don’t really want. This 
means having debates, non-partisan eval-
uators of facts, and both short-term and 
long-term measurements of outcomes 

and impacts of policies analyzed and re-
ported. It still requires us to be willing to 
change our opinions in the face of facts. 
We spend so much time talking about 
being open minded but are we willing to 
make decisions that reflect open minded-
ness?
 This sort of approach is really hard 
for us to accept. It’s much easier just to 
pick a side and hold to that, even in the 
face of contrary information. The ques-
tion then is this: are we brave enough to 
set aside our preconceived beliefs in fa-
vor of data that doesn’t support our opin-
ions? And can we, as a leading university, 
set the standard for judging ideas without 
bias, without partisanship, but with data 
as our guide? D

Fall scenes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Photographed on Polk Place near Carroll Hall. | © The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2011
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The University Isn’t Against Us
Conservatives at UNC don’t need to fear retribution from their 

professors for their political beliefs.
by Nicole Divers            Senior

Political Science and Economics major
from Holly Springs, NC

kneecole@live.unc.edu

Some professors are more open with their politics, but you 
shouldn’t let that deter you from speaking up during class.

 I hear it all the time from other 
conservative students – “I can’t speak 
up in class because my professor might 
change my grade.” They’re not entirely 
wrong, their professor could change 
their grade and it could be because that 
student is conservative. But in reality, 
your professor probably won’t change 
your grade just because you’re conser-

imagine my surprise when I found out that 
this professor is a registered Democrat. It 
didn’t negatively impact my opinion of her 
as a professor. If anything, I respected her 
more for being so open and unbiased. 
 This isn’t to say that every professor 
you will come across will be as neutral as 
she was. Some professors are more open 
with their politics, but you shouldn’t let 

vative.
 UNC is a liberal school, there’s 
no denying that. The majority of both 
students and faculty lean left, a fact 
that is painfully obvious to conservative 
students on campus. But just because a 
professor is liberal doesn’t meant they 
are inherently biased towards conserva-
tives. 
 I had a political science professor 
once who I was convinced was conser-
vative. She encouraged open discussion 
from everyone in the class, many of 
whom were conservative, and was quick 
to criticize politicians on both sides 
of the aisle, even Hillary Clinton. So, 

that deter you from speaking up during 
class.
 UNC highly values free speech. The 
university has received a green light rating 
from The Foundation for Individual Rights 
in Education (FIRE), meaning that UNC’s 
policies do not seriously threaten campus 
expression. While this is not necessarily 
reflective of campus culture, it does mean 
that there is no systematic oppression of 
speech at UNC. 
 UNC has also endorsed the “Report 
of the Committee on Freedom of Expres-
sion” at the University of Chicago, or the 
Chicago Statement. In 2018, a committee 
consisting of faculty members and a grad-
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Most professors encourage diversity of thought in their 
classroom, at least at UNC, because diversity of thought is 
an integral part of the modern university.

uate student endorsed the “Statement on 
Speech at The University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel Hill” which was written in 
support of the Chicago Statement. This is 
indicative of UNC faculty’s dedication to 
protecting the free speech rights of stu-
dents. 
 I understand that speaking out in 
class isn’t for everyone. Some people are 

hear conservatives often claim that they 
didn’t get the grade they felt they de-
served because of their political leaning. 
Much like modern feminists, conserva-
tives are blaming their lack of success 
on a biased system. In the case of the 
feminist, it’s likely that they just weren’t 
right for the position. In the case of the 
conservative, it’s possible they got the 

naturally introverted or are somewhat 
apolitical and just don’t have an interest 
in speaking out. But if you’re going to 
complain about how liberal students are 
at UNC and then not speak out when you 
have the opportunity to, I have news for 
you – you are part of the problem. 
I understand that there are professors 
out there, probably even at UNC, who 
have let their bias against conservatives 
affect their grading. But these kinds of 
professors are few and far between. They 
are in the vast minority. Unfortunately, 
this minority is enough to scare most 
conservatives from speaking out.  
 It reminds me a bit of the way 
third-wave feminists play the victim, 
something they are criticized heavily for 
by conservatives. Feminists claim that the 
system is inherently sexist, just as many 
conservatives claim the university is in-
herently biased against them. Although 
there are truly sexist people in the world, 
just as there are biased professors, the 
system itself is not sexist. Yet, often we 
hear of feminist who claim they didn’t get 
a promotion or were rejected from a pro-
gram because of their gender. Similarly, I 

grade they deserved. Maybe your poor 
essay grade wasn’t because you wrote 
about why we need to protect the second 
amendment or lower taxes, maybe you 
just wrote a bad paper.
 By blaming university bias for their 
poor grades and therefore using it as an 
excuse not to speak out, conservatives are 
only hurting themselves. When you let a 
few extreme cases stop you from standing 
up for yourself or other conservatives, it 
empowers those on the left to become 
more aggressive because they assume that 
they are an overwhelming majority. This 
only perpetuates the left’s dominance on 
campus. 
 Instead of assuming your professor 
will penalize you for being conservative, 
have an open mind. Don’t be afraid to 
speak up during class. Most professors 
encourage diversity of thought in their 
classroom, at least at UNC, because di-
versity of thought is an integral part of 
the modern university. Even if they don’t 
agree with you, the majority of professors 
will value your perspective. D
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Mission 
Statement

Carolina Review stands as a journal to champion Enlightenment 
thinking -- the ideals in which our University and our Republic 
have long stood to represent.

We strive to be the most visible and consistent voice of conser-
vative and libertarian thought in publication at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Our purpose is to promote a political philosophy of free thought 
and individual liberty as an intelligent way of viewing the world.

We believe one’s time at university should be comprised of ra-
tional and informed discussion and debate. We believe a code of 
honor, integrity, and rationality is fundamental to individual suc-
cess. 
We oppose an environment in which ideological dogma, political 
correctness, or tribalism interfere with academic pursuits.
We unequivocally oppose totalitarianism and its apologists.

Lux et Libertas


